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Dearest Monisha Ma’am and Deepti Ma’am for being felicitated as
‘Maharashtra’s Most Powerful People of the Year’

Dear Parents,
With the spirit of festivity, happiness and celebration still fresh in our minds, we welcome you back to school
once again. The vacation surely had been an enjoyable one for our Lexiconites but before heading home for the
festivity, our bunch of talented Lexiconites had their time of enjoyment at school as well. The magnificent
Dandiya Raas extravaganza witnessed the students dressed in kaleidoscopic hues dancing along with gaiety,
while the Diwali Fete was a pompous promenade of exciting games and delectable treats along with foottapping music at the backdrop. The Senior Classes pulled up their socks to give their best for their Research
and Development presentation while the tiny-tots of Pre-primary put up a brilliant show at the Annual Concert.
Our little Sport buffs of Primary proved their mettle as they enjoyed taking part in the Primary Annual Sports
Day. Here’s a quick glimpse into our October Album.

ASSEMBLIES

GANDHI JAYANTI ASSEMBLY
A special assembly was conducted on Gandhi Jayanti. Students enacted a small role play on
Mahatma Gandhi wherein they showcased the significance of Dandi March.

Assembly- Habit no. 7
The assembly was presented by singing the Habit song and talking about the significance of
the Habit Sharpen the Saw for a better and successful life.

DIWALI ASSEMBLY
A special assembly on Diwali was conducted for the students of Primary section wherein the
children learnt about the significance of the festival, how good always conquers over evil
and also about the importance of celebrating in an eco-friendly manner.

Dussehra Celebrations
A special assembly on Dussehra was conducted across all classes to bring forth significant
aspects of the festival and its importance as one of the national festivals of India. The
students also celebrated the festival with the gala Dandiya Raas programme across sections.

ACTIVITY

Diya and Lantern making Activity

.
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Greeting Card Activity

FIRELESS COOKING

The activity of fireless cooking conducted for class I to motivate children to make healthy
food choices and spread awareness about the nutritional value of food cooked without fire.

JOYFUL LEARNING ACTIVITY
Drawing Activity on CLEANLINESS.

JAM Activity - If I had some Superpower
Just a Minute abbreviated as JAM activity was conducted for the students of Class II on the
topic -"If I had some superpower" which witnessed students speaking their minds out for a
minute.

SHADOW ACTIVITY

The students of class I were made to go in the open ground to see their shadow under the
sun .They made different shapes of peacock, birds, snakes etc . They thoroughly enjoyed
trying to get rid of their own shadows in vain. This is how the concept of the chapter "My
Shadow" was introduced and students enjoyed learning it.

FLOWER MAKING ACTIVITY

Students of the Primary section zealously engaged in Flower making activity wherein they
made decorative paper flowers with different patterns.

SUBJECT ACTIVITY

Math Activity

A Mathematics Division Activity was conducted on 18th October’19 in the classes 2 A 2K. The students further honed their understanding of division and multiplication facts. In a
square shaped cutout, they wrote two division and two multiplication facts using the digits
given to them.

Math activity was conducted for the class I on the topic of "Numbers up to 100". The main
aim of the activity was to make students understand and learn number names and increasing
and decreasing order of numbers up to 100.In this activity students played snake and ladder
wherein they became tokens and rolled the dice to reach to 100.

ENGLISH ACTIVITY
On 10th October 2019, students of class II participated in an English activity conducted on
the topic ‘SYNONYMS’. Students enjoyed learning similar meaning words and applying them
in day to day life through correct sentence formation. Students were asked to paste cut-outs
of butterflies in their notebooks and write different synonyms on it.

COMPETITION

Essay Writing
Essay writing competition was conducted for the students on the topic "Mahatma Gandhi".

EXAMS

Orange Global Olympiad Exam 2019-20 - Mathematics, Astronomy, Finance
OGO exam for Mathematics, Astronomy, and Finance was conducted on 14th, 17th and 23rd
October 2019.Students were well prepared and participated with full attendance.

PRIMARY SPORTS DAY

Annual Sports Day - Primary

Annual Sports Day – Primary section was held at The Lexicon International School Wagholi,
on 15 October 2019. Students performed as cheerleaders while drill and yoga performances
mesmerized everyone. Different races were carried out.
The Winners were awarded certificates and medals of Gold, Silver and Bronze.

Clean India Fit India drive
The student of class IX participated in the Clean India Fit India drive as a part of the
initiative by our Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi. The students spoke to the shopkeepers,
and vendors and advised them not to use plastic and save environment .

Research and Development –Class IX

“A drop of WATER is worth more a sack of GOLD to a thirsty man.”
Water is the first need for anyone and Water Crisis is the burning issue in today’s world. The
students of Class IX – A, B, C & D sections came together to address this issue through their
Research and Development programme which also happened to be their project work for ISA
or International School Award. They highlighted the global issue to throw light on Water
Conservation Methods.

Research and Development –Class XI
The students of Class XI based their ISA research on yet another topic that is creating mayhem
globally- Social Media- A Blessing or a Disease wherein they depicted the positive and negative
impact of Social Media through a Role Play. The PowerPoint Presentation covered myriad aspects of
Social Media such as Social Media Marketing, usage, revenue generated by different E-commerce
sites, time spent on these platforms by different age groups along with a comparison carried out
between the countries India, Singapore, UAE and US.

DIWALI FETE

Diwali Fete was organized on 18th October 2019.The students came dressed in colourful
dresses and enjoyed playing games and relishing the delectable array of gourmet on sale at
the stalls.
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Success entails a long process of hard work, determination, dedication and perseverance and
above all nurturing good habits and values. It is not a miracle that can be achieved
instantaneously or accomplished without any efforts. And the golden key to achieve it is
encouragement and motivation.
So dear parents encourage your child everyday about the little tasks they do, the small
efforts they put and do not forget to utter the magic words- “I Trust in You”.
It’s time to say goodbye for now. But we promise to be back again next month with a fresh
treasure-trove of activities galore. Till then Happy Parenting!
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